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Math Tutor

kirkro@email.com

(123) 456-7890
Denver, CO

WORK EXPERIENCE

Superprof
Math Tutor
Denver, CO | 2015 - current

Instructed 450+ students using 12 research-based instructional
strategies to support students in developing math skills and
perseverance

Improved math assessment scores by 27% on average, developing
focused math application skills using real-world examples

Evaluated student performance and the development of dyscalculia,
addressing and reducing anxieties in 230+ students
Delivered cutting-edge teaching methods to reach all students by
developing teaching skills and attending 8+ yearly teaching seminars

Applied repetition, visual diagrams, audio, kinesthetic, and various other
teaching styles to discover the best tutoring method per student

BrandED
Math Tutor
Denver, CO | 2010 - 2015

Facilitated learning for 220+ students to improve math and problem-
solving skills for long-term retention
Analyzed student performance, providing intervention for poor
academics, improving student GPAs by an average of 1.2

Guided students with goals, ensuring 30% were easily obtainable, 50%
were moderately difficult, and 20% required long-term persistence

Developed unique lesson plans based on student’s goals, learning styles,
and weaknesses, retaining students for 2 years on average

Observed, monitored, and assessed students’ performance, creating
progress reports 12+ times per year to encourage development

Lincoln High School
Teacher Assistant
Denver, CO | 2008 - 2010

Crafted lessons plans for 3 AP courses and graded assignments while
working with struggling students to improve test performance by 18%

Encouraged an interactive classroom environment to enliven student
interest, resulting in all 27 students participating

Wrote routine progress reports on achievements and difficulties,
communicating information with parents, and receiving 99% positive
reviews on parent feedback surveys

Provided lectures and mentoring under the direction of the teacher to
improve efficiency in the classroom and supported the teacher in
completing classroom duties

SKILLS
Bilingual (Spanish)
Empathetic

Detail-oriented

Goal-oriented
Leadership

Teamwork

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science

Mathematics

Colorado State University
2004 - 2008

Fort Collins, CO


